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In this article I thought I would set down ten things that you can do – ten principles to take account of – to benefit your

practice of Reiki. This is not something that has come from Japan, or from early practitioners of Reiki: it is just something

that I have put together myself. I hope that this article will be of interest to people at all Reiki levels: The 10 Rules of ReikiThe 10 Rules of Reiki



(1) Reiki is all about you(1) Reiki is all about you
Although Reiki is sometimes presented in the West as a sort of complementary therapy, a hands-on treatment technique, or a

form of Japanese spiritual healing, that is not what Reiki is all about.

If your practice of Reiki consists mainly of treating other people then you are missing the point because Reiki is all about you!

Reiki is a personal practice for your self-healing and your spiritual and self-development. You are the priority here.

In Usui’s time the treatment of others was not focused upon or emphasised, in fact treatments were a bit of a distraction

from the main thrust of his teachings, which Usui Sensei referred to as a “system to achieve personal perfection”. Right from

the start, the system was about personal development, not working on others.

So to gain the greatest benefits for yourself through Reiki, you need to establish a decent routine of working on yourself in

whatever way that you were taught.

If you were taught Western-style then do your hands-on self-treatment regularly, if you know about Japanese-style Reiki

then practise your Hatsurei ho; if you know about Usui Sensei’s original system then add his self-treatment meditation to

your regular Hatsurei.

I know that some people seem to have the view that working on yourself is in some way ‘selfish’, but if you cannot look after

yourself properly then how can you help other people?

By working on yourself regularly you make yourself a better channel and more effective at what you do in terms of

treatments, so there are plus points all round for those who make themselves their Reiki priority.

(2) Base your practice on the precepts(2) Base your practice on the precepts
Usui Sensei established a simple spiritual system that was rooted in his precepts, his ‘rules to live by’.

Rather than being an interesting set of instructions to read on a course and put to one side, Usui’s precepts are at the very

heart of his system, and it was said that as much spiritual development could come through following the precepts as would

come through doing any of the energy work.

If we are consider ourselves as ‘practising Reiki’ then we will follow the precepts.

So we need to think deeply about the precepts and how they affect our lives. We need to consider each precept in turn and

reflect on how that precept might impinge upon and guide our thoughts and behaviour and relationships and priorities. And

we need to do this regularly, using the precepts as an ongoing source of guidance, the effects of which will make a real

difference to us, and the people around us, over time.

The precepts are something that you we drip-feed into our lives, something that we refer to regularly and reflect on

regularly, for our own benefit and for the benefit of the people with whom we come into contact.

(3) Practise mindfulness(3) Practise mindfulness
Although not referred to on most Reiki courses, the practise of mindfulness was as important part of Usui Sensei’s system as

were the precepts, and in fact mindfulness is hidden in the precepts!

Mindfulness is a form of meditation that one can perform at any time, when carrying out ordinary, mundane activities like

walking somewhere or washing dishes or sipping tea, and involves becoming consciously and fully aware of your thoughts and

actions in the present moment, non-judgmentally, existing in the moment.

When you are living ‘in the moment’, fully engaged in what you are doing, fully aware of the present moment, then you are

existing in a state where there is no anger and there is no worry.

By not dwelling on the past or speculating about the future, by embracing fully the present moment, you are living the

precepts, and mindfulness brings with it humility, honesty, compassion and forgiveness.

So mindfulness is a way of experiencing Mikao Usui’s spiritual principles.

(4) Work on yourself daily(4) Work on yourself daily
Reiki isn’t something that you can pick up once in a while, play around with for a bit, and then drop again… not if you are

looking to receive the many benefits that are available from the system, anyway.

If you are looking for consistent benefits then you need a consistent practice.

The precepts say “just for today”, and that is a good starting point: just do something with Reiki today. You can manage
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that. It doesn’t have to be hours and hour’s worth.

Just do something for 10 minutes: you have ten minutes. Do something for 20 minutes. And if you don’t have ten minutes,

get up 10 minutes earlier: problem solved.

Don’t worry about what you will do tomorrow: just focus on today. When tomorrow comes, do the same. Just do something

with Reiki, even for ten minutes.

Don’t worry about tomorrow: just do something today.

(5) Commitment is the key(5) Commitment is the key
There are spectacular benefits to be enjoyed through practising Reiki, and all you need to do is to work with the energy

consistently, focus on the precepts and practise mindfulness.

The benefits build up cumulatively, you see, and sporadic and occasional practice isn’t enough if you want the very best out

of your Reiki. You will get out of the system what you are prepared to put into it, so Reiki deserves a little of your time each

day.

You need to plug away at a few simple things, a few simple exercises or routines, and make them a regular part of your day,

as regular a part of your routine as brushing your teeth or your hair. And once you have established a regular habit of

working on yourself with Reiki then you will find that it is difficult to stop: you will find that you really miss your hatsurei

session or your self-treatment if you miss a day.

That is the sort of position you are looking to get yourself into and by committing yourself to working with Reiki each day,

even if it is a little inconvenient, you will reach that point.
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